Because of the Grand Duchy’s small
size, our startups think globally
from the start. Digital Luxembourg
aims for national change, so we back
projects with high-impact potential.
For the smartest strategy, we bring
the heads of local incubators together
on a regular basis. This pooled
perspective closes gaps in the
ecosystem & shapes Luxembourg’s
global positioning.

where innovation is contagious.

luxembourg’s
startup
ecosystem.

paul wurth incub

places to innovate.
1535° creative hub
Launched by the city of Differdange,
the 1535° Creative Hub offers an
applied creativity center that stimulates innovation & entrepreneurship
in the creative industries.
6zero1
A joint initiative, 6zero1 assists in the
development of social enterprises &
supports the creation of societal impact
companies in Luxembourg through
services for social entrepreneurs.
ALD shaker
Startup incubator ALD shaker facilitates
partnerships between ALD Automotive
& startups in the mobility sector,
providing office space & forming
multidisciplinary teams to develop
innovative new services.
bamhaus
The Bamhaus company offers an array
of creative services & co-working spaces
for independent creatives, while the
Bamhaus non-profit hosts cultural
events, monthly meetups & exhibitions.
climate finance accelerator
A joint public-private initiative, the
Climate Finance Accelerator supports innovative investment fund managers wanting to invest in projects that measurably
impact the fight against climate change.

house of biohealth
The House of BioHealth is a unique
hosting facility with office & lab spaces
for both established & startup companies
in the fields of biotech, clean-tech & ICT.
house of entrepreneurship
This platform brings together all parties
involved in Luxembourg’s business creation value chain. Through its one-stop
shop, it offers dedicated services to both
established managers & entrepreneurs.
house of startups
The House of Startups, a project
initiated by the Chamber of Commerce,
houses nyuko, the LHoFT & Luxembourg
City Incubator - totaling 150-200
startups from multiple sectors.
innovation hub dudelange
Located in the future Neischmelz ecodistrict, this startup center for innovation
emphasizes environmental technology
& houses entrepreneurs & companies
involved in the district’s development.
LHoFT
The Luxembourg House of Financial
Technology (LHoFT) is Luxembourg’s
dedicated fintech platform where
finance & technology interact to foster
innovation & develop solutions.

www.digital-luxembourg.lu
With a strong foundation of funding,
infrastructure & partnerships, success
takes on a domino effect. By joining
forces, Luxembourg’s ecosystem
ensures that startups have somewhere
to turn at every step: incubation,
acceleration, scaling & beyond.
We never stop working to meet the
specific needs of young companies,
from networks to office spaces to
financing. As seen through the
plethora of public & private initiatives,
Luxembourg cherishes its startups.
Of all Luxembourg’s success stories,
the explosion of its startup scene
belongs near the top. A smattering
of entrepreneurs grew into a roaring
community of global influencers.

luxembourg:
a startup’s gateway
to europe.
luxembourg city incubator
With 200+ workstations within a
2000-m2 facility, the Luxembourg City
Incubator gives startups access to
central offices 24/7 & an abundance
of networks, coaches & experts.
luxinnovation
Luxinnovation contributes to the
country’s economic development
by fostering innovation, fueling
international growth, attracting
foreign direct investment & focusing
on impact & real client value.
lux future lab

Paul Wurth lnCub is devoted to empowering innovators in the industrial
technologies sector by offering Paul
Wurth’s international expertise & jointly
exploring new market opportunities.
technoport
The Technoport incubator supports project promoters & young, innovative enterprises through a variety of facilities: industrial halls, workshops & modern offices.
the office
The Office co-working space was created
by people who understand & want to fix
the issues faced by startups, freelancers
& entrepreneurs - from expensive rentals
to limited networking opportunities.
tomorrow street

Startup incubator Lux Future Lab
provides facilities, resources & services
to local & international entrepreneurs,
startups & individuals at the crossroads
of their professional development.
neobuild

Tomorrow Street facilitates massive
growth through customer acquisition,
provides the tools to manage growth
sustainably & builds an environment for
companies to safely reach global markets.
village by crédit agricole

Neobuild LTD, created by the Council
for the Economic Development of
Construction (CEDC) promotes
research, development & innovation
in the sustainable construction sector.
nyuko

Crédit Agricole has joined forces with
major groups to create a single venue
& network dedicated to innovation
& focused on the economic growth
of young companies: the Village.
wishbox

An independent, public-private nonprofit, nyuko supports entrepreneurs,
economic diversification & cross-pollination between sectors by collaborating
with the local entrepreneurial ecosystem.

Wishbox caters to startups & entrepreneurs in search of a friendly, flexible
place that falls somewhere between
home & office where they can meet,
brainstorm, share & develop ideas.

luxembourg’s
startup ecosystem.
a map of the accelerators, incubators & co-working spaces
dedicated to helping our startups thrive.
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